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1. Introduction
Cholophenols have found extensive industrial applications as wood preservatives or intermediated compounds for pesticide synthesis, and are also by-products of wood pulp bleaching processes [1]. As a result, they are nowadays common natural water contaminants, being considered priority substances by recent European Directives for Environmental Protection, due to their toxicity and persistence. The establishment of theoretical models to study environmental fate of chlorophenols is an important scientific topic. On the other hand, some unit operations are used to remove them from wastewater, such as adsorption [2] and reverse osmosis [3]. In both approaches, the knowledge of some key properties is needed, such as diffusion coefficients in water. Despite of their obvious importance, the diffusion coefficients of chlorophenols in water are scarce in literature and in many cases have to be estimated. Computer simulation can provide a way to systematically estimate this parameter for chlorophenol chemical family.

2. Results
Intra-diffusion coefficients of five chlorophenols in water were obtained by molecular dynamics for molar fractions slightly lower than their solubility limit at three different temperatures. Given the low solubility of chlorophenols in water, the results obtained are approximately in the infinite dilution limit, which enable us to estimate the mutual diffusion coefficients for all the systems studied. These were in turn compared with experimental ones that were available for this family of substances in water [4] or other media [5]. The diffusion activation energy was also obtained from the diffusion coefficient dependence on temperature. The results of both diffusion coefficients and activation energies have been rationalized by molecular structure of chlorophenols.
3. Conclusions
The conclusions can be summarized as follows: 1) Diffusion coefficients of 2-chlorophenol were reasonably predicted by simulations, so as its liquid density and density and self-diffusion coefficient of water. 2) Diffusion coefficients are hardly sensitive to the position of chlorine atom in the benzene ring, being quite sensitive to the number of chlorine atoms present. 3) This methodology can be used to systematically estimate the diffusion coefficients of this family of compounds in water.
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